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Solift Fcitures.

a period of
We still continue
bounded prosperity. This prosperity is
not the cretaure of law, but our laws have
been instrumental in creating the conditions which made prosperity possible.
There will undoubtedly be periods of depression but the tide will advance.
As a people we have played a large part
in the world and are bent upon making our
future even larger than the past. For woe
or for weal, our place must be great among
the nations. Our9 is not the creed of the
weakling and the coward; ours is the gospel of hope and triumph of enaeavor.
Never before has material well being
been so widely diffused among our people.
Great fortunes have accumulated, yet the
plain people are better off than they have
ever been before. Conditions have favored thegrowth of much that is good; but,
at the same time some that is evil. The
evils are real and menacing and we should
fail in our duty if we did not try to remedy
thsm.
Publicity ia recommended as the remedy
for trusts, and congress, has the power to
regulate combinations of corporation, and
national not state legislation is needed.
These things should be managed under
public regulations, and the line should be
drawn against mismanagement and not
against wealth. The question of the legis
lation oftru9t9 stands apart from the question of tariff revision. No reduction of
tariff should be made as a punitive meas
ure.
Reciprocity is recommended as one of the
be9t means of curbing trusts, and treaties
should be entered into and where this can
not be accomplished direct legislation restored to. The appointment of a. tariff
commission is recommended and the removal of tariff from anthracite suggested.
Needed imigration legislation is ' recomí
mended,
Opposition to both labor and capital organizations should take the form of opposition to whatever is bad in the conduct of
the corporation or union, not on corporations as such, nor the union as such, 'api-ta- l
and labor should be brought together,
and each should recognize the rights o( the
other. Federations of labor are as necessary as fedeaations of capital. This is an era
of federation and combination.
"We are
neither for the rich man nor the poor man
as such; we are for the upright man rich or
poor."
A new cabinet office is recommended,
secretary of commerce, attention is directed to the importance of the Isthmian canal
is emphasized as a commercial advantage
as well as military measure of nectjssty.
The army should be kept at the highest
point efficiency thorough training is demanded among members and officers of the
regular army. There should be no fault in
building up the navy, providing every
year additional righting crafts. Increased
strength is earnestly asked, greater efficiency in marksmanship urged. "A good
navy is not a provocation of war. It is the
surest guarantee of peace." "In battle
the only shots that count, are the shots that
in

un-

hit."
The army and the civil government in the
Philippines are extolled for the work they
have accomplished in pacifying the islands.
The army has been reduced from 100,000
men to 15,000 men and the campaign has
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the Stock Growing and Hining Country of the Southwest.

MEXICO, THURSDAY,
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nth,

been humanely conducted. A bill providing for á general staff and the
tion of the supply departments of the army
are recommended.
Government aid for the irrigation of the
arid lands of the west is urged. "The
sound amd steady development of the west
depends on the building of homes therein."
The agricultural department is commended for the intelligent aid it has given
the farmers.
Reciprocity with Cuba is urged as a matter of national duty.
The postoffice department shows prosperity and rural free delivery is recommended.

1902.

Knights of Pythias Elect Officers.
The Knights of Pythias Lodge, Baxter
No. 9, elected officers last Monday night as
follows: A. H. Hudspeth, chancellor commander; Robert Taylor;
George Queen, prelate; J. W. Smith, master of exchequer; S. C. Wiener, master of
finance; John A. Haly, keeper of records
and seal; Elmer Lindsey, master at arms;
Harry Gallacher, master of the work;
Silas R. May, inside guard; Joseph Spencer, outside guard.
Quite an interest is being manifested in
the work in the Knights' lodge here. New
paraphanalia has been ordered and the amplified wo.k will be used,as soon now as the
The North Homestake.
team can get ready for it. A number of
The North Homestake people made a candidates are now taking the ranks.
mill run at the Old Abe mill last week.
The Rita mine is now at work, under the
supervision of B. H. Dye, as superintendent.
The results were better than anticipated.
vice-chancell-

Property of the American Gold Mining Co.
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Subscription, $1.50 a Year.
Ajuilar Coal and Oil District.
This district lies in the center and on the
border of the great coal plateau that, beginning a short distance north of the Huerfano river, extends south over the southern
boundary of Colorado to the Cimmarroon
river, New Mexico, by way of the Raton
mountains. To the west it is bounded by
the Sangre de Cristo range, and o the east
the plateau terminates in an abrupt line of
cliffs on the edge of the great plains or
prairie. The plateau is over 100 miles
long by 20 or 30 miles board, and rises to
an average height of 1,000 feet above the
level of the plains. The greater part of the
plateau is coal bearing or underlaid by numerous seams af coal; as many as 36 beds
have been observed, at different zones and
elevations. Toward the south it is largely
overlain by the basaltic lava overflow of the
Raton mountains. Toward the middle of
the northwestern portion the plateau is
broken by the eruption and intrusion of
great volcanic masses of rock, forming the
prominent twin mountains, standing high
above the plateau, called the Spanish Teaks.
From these laccoliths and main centers of
eruption, radiate hundreds of volcanic dikes
for many miles, in an extraordinary manner, over the surrounding plateau and
prairie region. The influence of these
eruptive masses of igneous rock has been to
change the coal from a lignite to a bituminous coal, and to a coking coal, according
to the relative distance from the main seats
of eruption and heat.
At close local contact v h the once hot dikes and intrusive
sheets, .he coal has locally been burnt out
or chafed into a natural coke. The zone
in which the bituminous coal prevails further north, passes into one having true coking qualities, at a short distance south of
the Aguilar area we are about to describe.
North of the Huerfano river the coals are
bituminous, domestic, or steam coals, coking in some instances. - December Mines
and Minerals, extract from article by Prof.
A. Lakes.

Justice Court.
Norton, justice of the peace for
Jicarilla precinct, was engaged holding
co'irt Tuesday and Wednesday. He was
occupied witli the cases of the Territorv vs.
T. J. Smith and Territory vs. Robert Ferguson and Wm. Stevens, all charged with
stealing ore from the American and Helen
Rae mines at Nogal. The prosecuting witness was J. M. Rice, and J. K. Wharton appeared as attorney for the prosecution and
All
B. H. Dye as attorney for Ferguson.
three of the defendants were hrfld to await
the action of the grand jury. The testimony showed that Smith had sold about
$160 worth of ore and had more in his posl
session. His bond war. fixed at r,o;)showas to Ferguson and Sievi-ued the possession of some specimens,
amounting in value to about $.:o, and
Stevens admitted taking some of these from
the Helen Rae mine for the purpose of
making a watch charm and scarf pin; and
as, he needed money, he and Ferguson
pounded up the ore and sold the gold.
Bond in their cases was put at íim each.
A. H.

WMLfJ

MIII1aMap

B.lMiJ-i-B.

View of StsLnvp Mill, American Mine,
Nogal, New Mexico.
The Aguil&r Oil Field.
The oil field at present is in a purely
prospective condition. It lies in the prairie region at the foot of the coal bluffs and
extends some four or five miles out on the
eastern prairie. This tract is underlain by
the Montana shales and lower Cretaceous
groups. The Montana has here a thickness
of about 2,o(ki feet, and is the same formation as carries the oil at Florence. This
area lies beneath the broad anticlinal arch,
which extends out eastward from the coal
bluffs. A portion of this arch is well shown
near Aguilar, where the strata dip westward iron 8 to 10 degrees, flattening out
towards the apex of the arch.
Anticlinal arches are supposed to be favorable to the concentration of oil. The oil
signs in the neighborhood are confined toan
oil scum, found at the bottom of a shaft
driven down in search of mineral, in a ba- -

well dug about 50 feet in the
shales, in search of water, encountered a

saitic dike.

A

-

;

strong flow of gas and some oil. As the
same strata anil geological conditions exist
more or less all along the base of the coal
plateau, if oil is found in commercial quantities, there may be no limit of the number
of wells put down from the Huerfano river
north to Trinidad south. Should they fail
to strike oil, it is probable that a good How
of desirable artesian water may be struck in
The Rila Resumes.
the underlying Dakota sandstone within a
B. H. Dye has resumed operations at the
vertical limit of 3,0 o feet. Prof. A. Lakes
Rita gold claim and as soon as the necesin December Mines and Minerals.
sary preliminaries are completed will begin
development. The Kita joins the
regular
Handkerchief Bazaar.
North Homestake and s thought to be a
The ladies of the Baptist church realized very flattering prospect.
about $50 for the church fund from the
oil well has reach-65The Chapman-Ludlahandkerchief bazaar and rummage sale confeet of depth. A great amount of water
is being encountered.
ducted at the Baptist hall last week.
m
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'COflREY OIL COMPANY,

OFFICERS:

H.S. COMREY.

J.

President.
A. BROWN.

CAPITAL STOCK, $300,000.

t.

A. P. GREEN.
Sec. and Treas.

DIRECTORS:
H. S. Comrey,

J. A. Brown,

t

A. P. Green,
F. J. Sa.ger,
S. N. Wharton.

v?.

t
t

This company is now offering for. sale 25,000 shares of Treasury Stock at 10 Cents per Share,
par value $1.00 per Share. The proceeds from the sale of this stock are ürbe used in purchasing
The board of directors reserve the right to advance price of slock; or withdraw
a drilling outfit.
same from market, at any time. 1 lie company has a well on property 300 feet deep and control
2080 acres of land in oil basin.
A. P. GREEN,

J.

Y.

Secretary and Treasurer.

HEWITT, Attorney.

Call For Convention.
Kansas City, Mo.
December 2, 1902.
of
the National Live
Members
To the
Stock Association and all others interested
in the Live Stock Industry:
Complying with the orders of the Executive Committee, we have the honor to
advise you that the Sixth Annual Convention of the National Live Stock Association
will convene in the Century Theatre, Kansas City, Missouri, January 13, 1903, and
continue thrug as many sessions as the
business may require.
Delegates will be admitted according to
the provisions of the Constitution, as follows:
Each state, territorial, county or local
range association of cattle, sheep, horses
or swine breeders may appoint one delegate for every 10,000 head of stock or part
thereof, represented by the members of
such organization.
The governors of each state and territory
may appoint three delegates-at-largEach feeders' and breeders' association
and one
may appoint one delegate-at-larg- e
e
twenty-fivmembers or part
for every
thereof.
In counties where there is no regular live
stock organization, the county commissioners may appoint one delegate from among
the stockmen of said county.
Each state or territorial live stocl sanitary board may appoint three delegates.
Each state board of agriculture or agricultural college may appoint one delegate.
Each live stock commission merchants'
exchange may appoint one delegate-at-larg- e
and one for each twenty-fiv- e
members
thereof.
Each stock yards company may appoint
one delegate.
Each railway and transportation company
may appoint one delegate.
Each chamber of commerce may appoint
one delegate for every 100 members.
Each dairymen's association may appoint one delegate.
Each state irrigation organization may
appoint one delegate.
Any bona fide stockman engaged in
breeding, feeding, trading or handling live
stock may become a member of this Association by the payment of an innitiation fee
of $10.00 and an annual due of $10,00.
Delegates may be appointed from Canada and the Republic, but in all cases,
except those from state and county, the
requirements regarding membership must
be complied with.
Among the subjects which will come up
before the convention are:
The Consideration of, and the Adoption
of Some Plan to oppose the merging of a
majority of the packing plants of the nation
into one gigantic trust, which we have
every reason to believe is contemplated.
No greater calamity could befall the live
stock industry than a combination of this
kind to control the meat supply of our
e.

country.
To take such decisive action as will induce the present Congress to pass the
following measures which we have caused
to be introduced.
II. K. 14,488 known as the Grosvenor
Hill, which is now before the
Committee of Ways and Means of the
house. The bill provide for the federal
Anti-Shodd- y

, ,,.

X

inspection and tagging of woolen goods, so
as to prevent the sale of and shoddy and
waste as pure wool. This is not only a
protection to the producer of wool but to
the consumer as well.
H. R. 14,643 Introduced by Congressman Hopkins, and providing for a classified
census of live stock and agricultural
statistics.
H. R. 12,002 Introduced by Congressman
Stephens, and amending the shipping laws
by extending the limit for unloading live
stock from 28 to 40 hours. The bill has
been favorably recommended by the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
H. R. 2,588 introduced by Congressman
Penrose, providing for the improvement
in breeding of horses for general purpose
and use. This bill has received the endorsement of both the war and department of
agriculture.
The Amended Elkins' Bill to amend the
Interstate Commerce Act, so as to give the
the commission power to enforce its orders
and decrees.
To take steps to prevent the removal
of the tariff on wool, cattle, meat and
hides.
To discuss what Congress might do to
improve existing laws governing the public
lands and forest reserves.
,

The Practicability of

$

Office In Exchange Bank Building.

in

marketing live stock.
The Advisability of some change in our
financial system so as to give elasticity to
the currency, thereby benefiting the stockman and farmer.
To consider the present policy of state
live stock sanitary boards in demanding a
and imposing fees, on interstate shipments of live stock after said stock
has been inspected by a federal official.
This case is now before the Supreme Court
of the United States, and a decision may
be expected about time this convention convenes.
Also all matters pertaining to sanitation,
markets, transportation, feeding, breeding,
etc., in which you are interested and which
may be brought before the meeting.
Any member of the association interested
in any subject of a general nature is respectfully requested to place it in the form of
a resolution and send it to the secretary at
once, so it may be brought before the first
meeting of the executive committee, and
thus receive early consideration by the
convention.
For mutual protection it has become
the policy of all industries to organize. It
must be conceded that in a national organization the live stock industry of the nation
can accomplish more in its interest than by
individual efforts. The history of this organization will demonstrate this fact. This
work which is in your interest cannot be
carried on successfully without your assistance. The cost is maintaining a national
organization is insignificant, the assessment
being one cent for every twenty head of
stock.
If you or your local association are
not members of the National Association,
you are earnestly requested to make application immediately, in order that you may
be represented at the Kansas City meeting.
Blanks are for this purpose, and all information may be had by addressing the secretary at Kansas City, care of Coates
House.
All associations, governors and county

commissioners are requested to send names
and postoffice addresses of their delegates
to the Secretary as soon as named, in order
that the roll may be promptly and properly arranged.
The National Wool Growers' Association
will hold their annual meeting here on Saturday, January 17th, the day following the
adjournment of our convention, so that it
will be possible for delegates to attend both
conventions during the same week.
d
The citizens of Kansas City have
$20,000 and are arranging to entertain all delegates and visitors in a most
generous manner, and an excursion to New
Orleans via Memphis, after the meeting, is
contemplated.
In fact, everything possible will be done for your entertainment,
but you are asked to attend to the business
of the convention first.
Immediately on arriving in Kansas City
you should register with the Secretary at
headquarters, Coates House, or the Theatre, when you will be provided with badges
admitting you to Convention Hall, and
coupon tickets for all entertainments given
by the citizens.
Nearly all railways have granted a rate
of one fare plus two dollars for the round
trip, while remainder have reduced their
rates. The return coupon is limited to
January 16th, but by the payment of 50
cents additional to the joint agent in Kansas City, the time will be extended to include January 31st.
Be sure and ask for rates to National
Livestock Convention January 13th, 1903.
If your local agent cannot give you full information as to dates of sale, etc., write
the Secretary of the Association.
J no. W. Springer, Pres.
Chas. F. Martin, Secv.
sub-saribe-

laws of New Mexico, for the purposes
hereinafter setiforth, do" máke the "follow,
ing statement,
to-w- it:

The nam.e.o jthisco'rporarioh-'srlallb..
''Comrey Oil. Company
2. The objects for which this corporation is organized and formed are to prospéct
1.

e'

for and produce oil-- petroleum, asphaltum",
lime and gypsum; to- construct-andoperate
railroads, tank and pipe lines, electric
plants, telephone and- telegraph lines; and
to place and construct machinery, heffsfirig
works, pump plants and all otherapplianCés
incident or in any way pertaining-t- o lhe
conduct of and necessary for the full and
complete operation of such mmes; ve)ls,
roads, tank lines and pipe dines; Mtiti. to
purchase or otherwise acquire lands," mining claims and such other real and personal',

-

-

--

may
llCLC.inillJ
on and operating said business.
n.--i

y Wig
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111
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3. The amount of the capital 'stock of
this corporation shall be Three
Thousand Dollars, and shall-bdivided into
...
.
.1
nunurea
uiiee
inousana snares 01 the- par
value of One Dollar each.
4. The time of the existence of thi$fcor- -'
1

1

1

.

i.

1

1.

-
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til
jviuuvu .uiun
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The
corporate
powers
of this
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a majority of whom shall be Citizens of
United States and. at lea,s.td
í
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he'
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manage the concernsvof this tcarproatitm-- '
for the, first ttlrff mrinrVic ira Utfr.,:C .'

Frank J. Sager and Sidnpy,'.3& AYhafttfo;
all residents of White Qaks, Lineóla county,'-Ne-

:'..:

Mexico.
7.

.

The principal place of business of

this corporation shall, .he White.OAk$ Litt-.-

OPTICIAN.

.

1

XT

1

In Witness Whereof Ave, have, hereunto
Wyatt, Refracting and Manufacturing Optician, 119 Dearborn Street, set our hands and seals,-aWhite Oaks,
Chicago, is expected to arrive here in a few New Mexico, this 22d day of ..Novemberdays, and will be pleased to meet any who
may need his services.
Alex J.

t
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'
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

Arthur

COMREY OIL COMPANY.

t

)
S

CERTI KICATE.

J. W. Raynolds, Secretary of the Territory of New Mexico, 'do hereby certify
there was filed for record in this office, at 9
o'clock a. in., on the first day of December,
A. D. 1902, articles of incorporation of
also Comrey Oil Company, (No, 3278); and
T,

1

have compared

P.

the following copy

of the same, with the original thereof now
on file, and declare it to be a correct trans-scri-

pt

I

SKAL, iI

seau1.
seaÍi..--

Sidney M.. Whartqn.

Territory

ok Nkw Mexico,
Ok kick ok H k Secretary.

that

r

Greeny.
Frank. J. Sagkr

OF

Territory

.v. tdkuh.m,.

.

skai..'"

'
ok New Mexico",
County.of Lincolm
On this 22d day of November, "1902, be
fore me, the unde'rsígned,:íí notary púbíic
in and for said emihty, "personally' "came
Harry S, Comrey, John A. Hrown,
Arthur P. Green, Frank J. Sage and
Sidney M. Wharton, who are krienvn to
me to be the persons
who
signed
the above and foregoing statement in writing, and each acknowledged the execution
of the same to be his ' voluntary .act and
deed for the uses-- and purposes' therein
'

js.

therefrom and of the whole thereof.
'
stated.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set
In Testimony Whereof I have hereunto
my hand and affixed my official seal this
set my hand and the seal of rfiy said office
first day of December, A. I). 1902.
the day and year last above wrif ten.'
J. W. Raynoi.ds,
Eugene L. Stewart,
Signed.
Secretary of New Mexico.
skai..
'
Notary Public.
seal.
Know Am. Mkn by Tiikse Prksknts,
No. 3278.
ree'd Vol.
That we, the undersigned, Harry S. Com- V, Endorsed.
Page 221. Articles of Inporporation
rey, John A. Brown, Arthur P. Green, Comrey Oil Company.
Frank J. Sager and Sidney M. Wharton,
Filed in the office of Secretary of New
citizens of the United States and bonafide New Mexico December' I,' 1902, 9 a. m.
residents of the Territory of New Mexico,
J. W. Raynoi.ds,
' "
'
desiring to form a corporation, under the
Secretary.
"
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WHITE OAKS, N. M.

S. A. Neid

"No Trouble to Answer questions."

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER.
on Stone and
Brickwork, and Plastering.

Estimates Furnished

TAKE

a

EAST

THE

1

Lime and Cement.

TRAIN

This handsomely equipped train leaves El Paso daily and

3

runs through to St. Louis without change, where direct connections are made for the North and East: also direct connections
via Shreveport or New Orleans for all points in the Southeast.

latest Pattern Pullman Buffet Sleepers

Ctaus'

Solid Vestifeulcd Trains Throghout.

MESSAGE

For desriptive pamphlet, or other information, call on or

Dear Children

address,

am with you
once again, as you
all know the only
live, sure enough
Santa with HeadI

R

100

quarters at
ZIEGLER BR05.
Come and see me.

W. CURTIS
S. W. P. A
HI Paso, Texas.

E. P. TURNER
G. P. & T. A.

Dal'as, Texas.
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M. A. WHARTON & CO.

'

JOHN C. WHARTON, MGR.

AS

DECEMBER
Means at Our Store
a saving to Purcha
sers on

S. WHI

ALL KINDS
Of

MERCHANDISE
X
X
X

GROCERIES

always fresh.
PRICES THE

LOWEST
ON

X

X
X

B

anasm

Freighter and Contractor for

nil kinds
oí Team work', liar.linsjf etc. Prompt
attention j;ÍYcn to all orders. Prices
Reasonable

Too much housework wrecks women's nerves. And the constant
care of children, day and niht, is
.
often too trying for even astroiio-womanA hazard face tells the
story oi the overworked housewife
Peraiied menses,
and mother.
leucorrlid'a and falling of the
overwork.
woml) result from
Kvery housewife needs a remedy
h.er menses and to
to
keep her sensitive female organs
in perfect condition.
ree-ulat-

GRAIN AND FLOUR
IN CAR LOTS.

(ieneral Merchandise,
'tin try Produce, Hay
rind Grain. Highest Pr'ccs paid for Hides,
Pelts. Etc. Standard Liquors cv Fine Cigars.

n

MONTH

x

Seats Eree

Elegant New Chair Cars

WIRELESS

YOUR TP,
f.f'
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SOLICITED.
l'

4bkrM

Dry Goods, Notions, Mats,!

Shoes.
SELZ SHOES SELL

and

Underwear
Try

Is,
&

Son

Notice.

i(),

we, the
On and after lec. ist,
undersigned, will not deliver goods after
4:30 p. m., during the winter months.
I'At-'iMaykk.
.

ZlKCI.KK liKOS.,
WlKNKK

to-da-

y.

writes this frank letter

S.M.Wiener

X

Son,

Taliaferro

M. a T. Co.

C

is doinu; this for thousands of
It cured
American women
Mrs. Jones and that is why she

i OO IlWt LilililV Mus.lilKllteiiAUuiunruKU
Jonüs.
thoday.
81.00 AT JHiruUISTS.
HOW

l

l

lar ire

.'..ort,;,eiit from which to
cho (',
rresc'.il- - ior tlie cliildrer.,
;

'

"

ne)de and
'.

i

....

old

vcethcarts.
is now complete in
'rices are :i'l;t.
s

u.

11

c.
trivinp symp.
iicMiv.
ndvlco nnd
1
);i rl mt jit ", Tlio
tiuiiB, " '1 he I.mlii'' AiIvimii y
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;ods. we have? a
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Olendeano, k'y., Feb. 10, 1901.
I am so Rind that your Wine of Cardm
is helping mo. I am feeling better than
I have felt tor years. I am doing my
own work without any help, and I
washed last week ami Mas not 0110 bit
tired. That shows that the Wine is
dointf iuc good. I am getting fleshier
sleep good
than I ever was before, and
Hcfore 1 bewail taking
ard cat hearty.
VVi
nf (Mnliii. I used to havo to lav
down five or sic times uvry day, but

and see our Holiday

i1!

i:. ,i

2

:3f:.f.

GocíIGücúg.

CCM; ÍG Sic US.

m

W

W IIIIL,
uitc OaIC
VrVrV7

Pa-s- i

LirtUUL,.

him to be, but because the first law of na
ture malrc? .it inr.,mhPnfi . ujmii
nnn nc W UltL-the community against the evil which the
conduct and the example of the drone will
inevitably bring upon the town. Journal
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NogaJ News.
at Postoffice, White Oake.
second-clas-

s

mail matter.
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WHITE OAKS, NEW MEXICO.

Democrat.

Kntered

LACHANGE BANK

Transacts a General Banking- Business Issues Drafts on all
principal Cities of the World Accords to Borrowers every
accommodation consistent with safety. Accounts solicited.
-

Special Coreespondence
M.,aa
M. D. Gaylord, supt. of the American &
Helen Rae mines, arrived from the east

j

Í

last Saturday.
Manager S. S. Doak, and family, will
the teasury, and it is the intention of the ment with a five per cent collateral, up.
move
into Nogal for the winter.
Silas R. May,
..Business Manager.
company
to do at least one year's develop That was kind of sound money
Charley White has some good looking
they wantmentwork, to prove up the extent and val- ed to pay the government out of.
gold
claims
over
near
the
Hopeful
and
If we
ex
Official Paper Lincoln County.
pects to start a tunnel to open up the ore ue of the ore bodies before any mill or are to have the government stand good for
machinery is erected on the mines, a good 95 per cent of the banker's money, why
bodies at a depth of about 500 feet.
wagon
road 12 miles from Oscuro station not dispense with this pitance and let
Thursdays
$1.50
the
Mr. Lee Corn and family are moving
to the mines and Carrizozo is 14 miles to government issue the people's
money for
from Parsons to Cliff Canyon, to the mines
THURSDAY DEC. 11,. 1902. of the White Mt. Gold Mining and Milling the north, White Oaks 24 miles, and Nogal them.
22 miles, good roads to all points, the Mes- The great mogul of trusts, Mr. J. P.
Co., where he is employed as timberman.
calero Apache Indian reservation is only a Morgan, thinks that Roosevelt is
Thomas B. Reed, the great legislator
not alNogal has sure enough come alive, there short distance to
the
south
of
the
mines
together
orthodox;
takes the people into
and statesman, is dead.
are seven new houses now in course of and if this
reservation was thrown open confidence too much. It is believed he is
construction
the mineral portion at least, it would be a boosting Cleveland for a third
The Mirage, University paper, Albuquer
term, and he
Mr. Chas. Brown expects to leave soon great thing for Lincoln county as well as has said
that Cleveland is a safe man.
que, is among our exchanges. It serves its
for Oaoxca Mexico, on a prospecting trip for the territory in general, as it is today,
We all know that he is, i. e. from a trust
purpose splendidly.
Atkinson & Dean are getting some good the best part of the reservation is leased to stand point,
A cold wave has been experienced in the ore from their claim near Fantillele Can cattle companys for range at a small price
El Paso Carnival.
south. The mercury fell below thirty de yon. The ore runs high in silver and car per acre. The prospector has to stay out
ask
Why
not
some
the
copper,
next
ries
Congress
gold
pass
to
and lead
While Oaks Well Advertised by
grees inparts of Texas.
Speci
Manager, W. A. Mclvers has a crew of a bill to set aside the mineral portion and
Representative,
al
Statehood Rodey, chestnuts! You fellows seven men at work in Cliff canyon on the throw it open to mineral location, or frame
A. B. McKie, the newspaperman, of
El
will live over it. Quit whining. Talk mines of the White Mt. Gold Mining & a bill, authorizing the Indians to lease
Paso,
spent
two
days
in
White
Oaks
this
about irrigation, or irrigate and forget it.
Milling Co., building winter camps and blocks of ground to miners on a royalty?
week, as the representative of the El Paso
As
it
is
today
the Indians don't get much
shaft house and a blacksmith shop, a car
The Santa Fe Railway company is now of rails and tools arrived at Walnut and money out of the range leases. With a few carnival association, destributing souvenirs, lithographes and data bearing on the
good mines opened up they would realize a
advocating the possibility of successful are being freighted out to the mines.
Their
tobacco culture in New Mexico. It is an company own eight claims in Cliff canyon large profit, and the prospectors and miners various attractions of the week's festivities.
and
nounced that two successful crops can be running high in gold, and work has been would flock into Lincoln county as every The carnival will open on January
continue
week.'
the
Mr.
McKie
places
pargrown in one year.
The mines are the main
going on steady on the mine for over a year one must admit.
ticular
stress
on the miner's drilling contest
of
stay
the
county,
the
miners'
trade aiding
and development shows good results. The
which will begin on the first day at 1 p. m.
Why not take intelligent action on this ore is iron sulphide and
the
merchants
and
railroads,
and
without
assays across the
and continue on. the second and third days,
forest reserve matter and get the situation vein $12. in gold and by
a caynide test the miner the farmer would have a mighty
between the hours of 9 a. m. and 1 n m
before the department and have townships made in Denver the
ore ran $14.50 cold slim market for his alfalfa, fruit and veg- This feature will
naturally prove the most
7 and 1 1 withdrawn.
There is not a cord 50 cents silver. This was from an average etables. All the citizens should unite and
to
attractive the mining class, and will be
of wood of any description growing on them across the entire, Black
Horse and Saddle make a grand effort to have the mineral engaged in;
witnessed by miners, from all
and it is a positive injury to the progress Lode vein.
The ore is very much oxidized portion of the reservation thrown open. The over the
southwest and British Cloumbia
and settlement of those townshius. The and is in large bodies
the Saddle Lode and cattle and sheep owners would no doubt The merits of
the carnival as explained by
people of Roswell are circulating
join in helping to do it as when mining
petition. Shot Gun vein being over a
hundred feet
Mr.
AicJvie,
places it far ahead of the ore- to have the Capitán mountains withdrawn, in width,
and some of the ore in the Oxidiz- - camps spring up all over the west, cattle
vious
ones,
both
in size and attractions.
alleging that their wood supply is entirely id shoots assays as high
as 9 ounces gold per are safer from coyotes, wolves and mounWhite
Oaks
will
likely send a larger deli- cut off by this reservation. Now, if it is ton and a small
amount of silver. No cop tain lions. The prospector generally car gation to
El
Paso
in
January than last year.
possible for Roswell to accomplish this, why per, lead or zinc has
ever been found in the ries a good rifle and is not slow at taking
can't the people of Lincoln county by a ore, some of the assays from the
a shot at Mr. Wolf. Let all the newspa
different
Fatal Duel.
united effort remove this barrier from set claims are as follows:
From the Anm'p pers take up this matter and let every pros
At Corona, the night of the 5th
tlers in Carrizozo flat?
Corn Claim at surface
inst.,
0
gold, from pector and miner sign a general petition
Pete
Thompson,
have
to
bartender
the
o
mineral
Miscale-rportion
of
the
at
the
the Shot Gun Tunnell
Corona
0
gold, from
Humaji Drones.
Reservation opened and have it pre saloon, and W. L. Day, a stockman at
Black Horse croppings on vein 0
gold
The right of men to defend and protect Saddle Lodge croppings on vein
Roosevelt.
If we Corona, fought with
resulting
gold sented' to President
in
the
fatal
wounding
themselves is said to be the first law of oa from the Union Star claim at twelve
of
get
statehood,
cant
Day
let
us
and two slight
build up more
feet in
ture, and this right is inherent in commu depth
in gold or about $56.00 per ton mining camps, towns and cities and when flesh wounds for Thompson.
A description of the tragedy by a
nities as well as in individuals. Drones are and samples taken from the Saddle
we knock at the door again for statehood,
Corona
Lodge
correspondent
is as follows:
will be more of us and with treasures
stung to death by the working bees and vein near Hanging Wall assayed
there
0.70 ozs
"Pete" Thompson, a bartender, had some
of gold, silver and copper to offer our sister
thrown out of the hive, because they devour gold per ton and from the bottom of
the
the product of the labor of others without Black Horse cross cut the ore assayed b states in exchange for their machinery and heated words with a young man who had
dropped in, and hit him over the head with
produce of the farms and mills.
contributing anything to the common store A. Hogvall and also by D. W.
Reckhart,
a
themselves, and any town that aspires to ran 6.68 ozs gold and from samples
Prospector.
taken
W. L. Day, the young man's uncle, took
grow and build up may learn wisdom from on the Birthday claim at the surface assay
up
the quarrel and pullitig his gun shot
the bee. Drive out the drones, not by force ed
gold and from the croppings of the
Angus Local News.
Thompson in the right arm. Thompson
or violence, but by severely letting them lucson the assay was
good gold val
(Bonito Valley Items.)
dropped his gun, but quickly recovering,
alone. It is not right that the niggardly ues shown in every instance where a Tun
Miss O. Rice, sister of Mrs. J. M. Rice, opened fire on Day. He fired six shots,'
citizen who refuses to bear his share of the nel or shaft has been started, and while
every one of which took effect. One shot
common burden, should be permitted to the ore assays well in gold, it seldom pans, from Dowes, Iowa, is now at Parsons.
grow fat at the expense of his neighbors, its a very heavy dark iron
Mr. and Mrs. Ririe have left the the Bo entered the abdomen, others pierced the
sulphide on sur
hands, chest, face and neck. The wound
and it is to the interest of every progressive face and heavily oxidizded, and with
some nito Valley to make their future home near
in the abdomen has been pronounced fatal.
to drive out such drones, not by violence, depth the ore resembles the
Tellurium ores Roswell, as has also W. Corn and family.
but by showing them in lawful and peaceful of Cripple Creek, Colorado. The
Mrs. R. S. Petty bone, who has been a Day was sent to the Alamogordo hospital.
property
Thompson at once gave himself un to
ways that it would be to their interest to go will be developed by both shafts and
tun guest of the Rice family at Parsons, has
Special
Officer Billy Smith of the El Paso
somewhere else.
nels and the ore blocked out. A steam drill been called to Chicago on account of the
and
Rock
Drones are dangerous to any community, is now at work drilling two
Island, who took him to Lincoln
wells at illness of her daughter.
and
placed
him in the county jail.
because niggardliness is contagious. When a point chosen for a vein site.
The patrons of the Eagle's job office are
This
There
one sees that his mossback neighbor reap;, property was located and owned by Alfred much pleased with the letter
is considerable feeling over the
and bill heads
in
matter
just as much benefit from public improve Corn,
Corona.
It is felt that the serious
. A.
Mclvers and Richard Mor they have lately received; also, the new
trouble
resulted entirely from the bad pracments as the man who contributes most rison, and was lately sold to parties in dress of the paper is a line improvement.
tice of carrying fire arms, and strenuous
liberally, it naturally inclines him to adopt Iowa and Illinois, the original location re
The blue jays are not with us this winter
measures will be taken to stop the reprethe niggardly policy himself, and when this taining ahalf interest. Several cash offers
this ubiquitous bird was not in evidence this
hensible custom. While Thompson began
spirit begins to spread it becomes only a were made the locator by both Chicago
Autum. Where have they gone? Parhaps
the
of
trouble, still it is true that he resorted
question
time when the place will go the and Denver Capatilists but were refused
they have gone to see Mr. Cleveland to
to his weapon only to save his life.
way of all dead towns. For this reason it a visit to the property will
There
convince any council him to stand for another election
is considerable feeling against him, never
follows that every one who is interested in one as to its
and
value, and visitors to the presidency and give
size
the country theless.
the progress of the town is interested in are welcome at all times, the company
has another republican administration.
Durgetting rid of tho drones not for the pur- a comfortable eating house and
bunk ing his term he recommended a 42 percent
Duel With Pistols.
pose of doing the drones any harm, because house on the property and the
latch string tariff. Conservatism consists in cutting
A fatal duel was fought last week
a
we must recognize the legal right of every hangs out
at
dog's tail off inch by inch. He also recom- Socorro between
David
Baca,
a
citizen,
man to be just as penurious and small as
and
The company is capitalized at two mil mended an issue of credit
money, by the Felipe Baca, town marshal, resulting in
his self respect or lack of it will permit lion and one million shares are retained in
boys of gold banks endorsed by the govern the Death of David
Baca.
Wharton, May & Co., Pull's and Propr's.
S. M. Wharton
Editor.
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We intend
complete with useful and appropriate articles far the Christmas . season.
VERY .department
.
h
j
j
XI
,1
l
jl
I.
...j
ii
to sell these goocis in tlie next tnree weeivs, ana to tnat enu we are maiving uarp price reductions
on all lines of mods, as we do not intend to carry any Christmas goods over, if low prices will move
them. We also intend to sell every Lady's Jacket, Lady's Skirt and Waist in the store during this month,
and we expect to sell these goods at a great big reduction.
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Kersey Jacket, splendid
Jacket, well made, former

Fine Flannel Ladies' Waists, former
price $2.50 and $2,00;

all-rou-

22-in-

ch

price $7.50; now
24-inc-

Jacket, Satin Finish Kersey,
former price $10.00;

$5.00

now
$7.00 and $6.00, former price, Dress

h

now

$8.00

Skirts;
reduced to

Sateen Petticoats, with
ruffles, former price $2.00;

Fine

$1.50

$4.50

now

$150

Also Big Reduction in

Underwear, Gloves,
etc., etc., etc., etc.

ZIEOLER BROS

Yours for Business,
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Oranges, lemons, figs, dates, citron, new This map tells the story at a glance and if
New candies, new nuts, including chestfruits, nuts, candies and sweet ;
evaporated
ever write to people who are internuts, for Christmas at Taliaferro's.
est d in mining, this map will save you
White Oaks is enjoying a good business cider at Taliaferro's.
Silas May and family went to Nogal.
Otero county stockmen are experiencing much trouble in trying to clearly describe
season. In fact, trade has been good here
MonNogal
from
over
was
Canning
John
Scalps are worth the mineral resources of this mining region.
trouble from wolves.
for the past twelve months.
day.
This map on your letter heads will only cost
The board of county commissioners was $20. Hunters are scare.
in
Joseph Spence will probably locate
Philetus Smith, Chicago attorney, one of yoi Si. 00 extra on a thousand sheets.
in session at Lincoln last week to canvass
El Paso.
the purchasers of the Hawkeye group of
the precinct vote of the county.
There will be a Christmas Union service
over
were
wife
Chicago
in
gold
to
carilla,
gone
has
Richard Shanklin and
claims
J
of Epworth League and Christian Endeavor
Ed. Comrey went out to the Comrey
in the interest of his company.
from Nogal.
societies at Congregational church Sunday,
is
he
ranch
the
and
from
Monday,
ranch
an
from
returned
has
Ulrick
of
appreciation
L.
to
show your
George
Dec. 2ist, at 4 p.m. Uoth societies unite in
If you want
going out into the Torrance country.
in
subscription
your
pay
home
extending
enterprise,
eastern trip.
a cordial invitation to all, to atProf. Juan L. Reyes has been engaged
and
work
do
home
and
job
advance
your
at
tend this service, and are preparing au in
Oake's Celebrated Candies for Christmas to furnish the: music for the Knights' enterin
home
paper.
advertise
your
business
your
teresting program.
Committee.
at Taliaferro's.
tainment at Capitán Christmas night.
in
A.
stockholder
and
employe
reScott,
H.
Lincoln
of
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ellis
Eugene L. Stewart prides himself that he
Special Sale
port the arrival of a boy baby.
is the owner of the finest flock of graded the El Capitán Land and Cattle company,
passed through Sunday en route east, where On Underwear and Hosiery for men, ladies
Col. George W. Stonerood was a visitor Angoras in this section of New Mexico.
he will remain till the holidays have passed. and children, Children's Suits, Blankets and
to the city Tuesday from J carilla.
The pneumatic cyanide process is being
The Comrey Oil company has articles of Quilts, Men's Furnishings, for the next fifG. R. Young was sick of a cold last week, installed in connection with the stamp mills
in this issue of the Eagle. teen days. It will pay yon to investigate.
incorporation
at the Helen Rae and American mines at
but is again on duty at Taliaferro's.
The company is now ready to receipt for All goods must go.
Nogal.
and
Hulbert,
W.
treasurer
Attorney E.
treasury stock and it is being sold right
Groceries. Just try us.
Joe White has water in abundance at 12 along. They desire to get to drilling imcollector-elecis deputy clerk for Analla.
Holiday goods opened.
feet in the Carrizo.o flat, and is preparing
mediately.
Thomas H. Walsh is with the Taliaferro
S. M. Wiener & Son.
his ground for 200 apple trees and also for
Mercantile and Trading company this week.
Judge
and
Thos.
E.
Wharton,
Jacobs
J.
alfalfa.
Splendid Results.
Freeman returned from the big bear hunt
H. C. Crary is in the Torrance country
George E. Sligh, secretary and treasurer
The North Homestake people have just
in the Osearas.
They were just a little
looking after interests recently acquired
of the Free Gold Mining and Milling com
late, as old bruin had feasted and fattened finished the mill run at the Old Abe and the
there.
pany, passed through Monday going to
and moved his haunts further into the in- results arc so much better than they exThe jewelry store of Frank Abeytia, at J carilla.
terior. They were successful, however, in pected that they are jubilant, as it were.
Socorro, was robbed of $00 by burglars
Mrs. M. G. Paden will spend the holidays slaying a number of the lynx variety of the Mr. Hrockway has gone east to confer with
last week.
visiting her brother and sister, 'r.Thurman wild cat, or catamount, and some small stockholders, while, in the meantime, the
John Gallacher has gone into the employ Williams and Miss Ella Williams of Chick-ash- game.
work here is going ahead under the manof the Taliaferro Mercantile and Trailing
Indian Territory.
This property,
At the Methodist church Sunday morn- agement of Mr. Foster.
company.
A. P.. McKie, late of the Industrial Recis
tinder
late
development,
proving very
ing the pastor will preach on Christian
Leo. Ozwakl is hauling coal for James ord, was here Tuesday in the interest of Unity. At night tlx: subject will be, Locat- rich and some of the richest and most beauMorris. Morris is getting out a good qual- the El Paso
Carnival.
lie ing Self. At :i5 in the afternoon just tiful specimens, some of them worth several
ity of coal.
went from here to Nogal.
after the adjournment of the League, an hundred dollars apiece, have been taken
Miss Alice McMains has returned from out door service will be held at some point from the well defined fissure veins. The
Jerry Kamsdale, Charles Chapman, Robert Ferguson and Fred Lalone are employed Tucumcari, where she has been engaged in on White Oaks Avenue. The pastor in- North Homestake is all right and will soon
at the Rita.
the public schools, and has accepted a posi- vites everybody to hear and take part in be producing large amounts of gold again.
these services.
The man who doesn't believe in advertis- tion as clerk at Ziegler Pros.
R.eal Estate Sale.
in the
ing will never set the world
Dr. K. (.'. Dryden, chiel surgeon for tlx:
lon't forget that the Eagle has a mineral
Twentieth century.
N. P. Taylor & Son have purchased the
Eagle Mining and Improvement company, map of Lincoln county that should be on
Joseph Spencer went out into the Tor- of Parsons, was here with J. M. Rice, man- the back of your letter heads and envelopes. Miller property, on the corner of Livingston
rance district to look at the country. He ager of the Eagle and American companies, Everybody should be interested in this and Pine street. They intend to improve
a day or two.
Lincoln county, the property right
method of advertising
returned Monday night.
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THE APPLE COUNTRY
Southern Illinois Will Lead in
duction ior This Year.
Industry

Pro-

Now One of the Orea. test Is

Cly Country Alona
Will Harvest Over One Mil
11 am Harrels.

"Elicypt"

There is to be a repetition this year
of the story of the going down into
"Egypt," but instead of going for
corn, as Joseph's brethren did of old,
the people of northern Illinois will buy
apples of their southern neighbors,
reports the Chicago Chronicle.
"Egypt" is the name given to the
extreme southern portion of the state
by the more fortunate people of the
north, and for years the thrifty people
of the corn belt have been slyly poking fun at the "Egyptians," but apparently that day is over, for with one
county 1,000,000 barrels of apples and
the corn crop almost equal to the cen
tral section a new era has apparently
dawned for southern Illinois. One million barrels of apples! Large, red apples whose qualities in the market
make them the peer of any fruit in the
world. This is the crop of Clay county
for 1900.
With an area exceeding 40,000 ares
set to a total exceeding 2,000,000 trees,
of which are bearing thi&year,
this locality resembles one large apple
orchard, and one coulcMmagine himself
in the Garden of Eden, with apples
enough for Adam and his posterity for
all time. This immense acreage is
centered about the little city of Flora,
the metropolis of the country.
Possibly in a radius of 15 miles will
include the greater portion of the orchard area. The southern Illinois belt
claims 78,000 acres, scattered over ten
counties, and the one county of Clay
f
this total acrehas more than
one-ha-

lf

of good clean stock and the quality is
attested by the prices the product
brings in the market. The apple growing industry is as vet in it? in fancy, and
those horticulturists of an optimistic
turn of mind see great possibilities in
store for this iniimediate locality when
later years test the pcrniancn'y of the
business. It has opened up new
nnd quickened the pulse of a
section where the wheels of progress
had not turned for two decades. An
instance is shown by the" location of
a $45.000 cold storage plant in this city
and still, another where one of the

A

Versatile Genius.

artist

An enterprising rural

$375 or Letters rom Farmers.

in Geor-

gia says in an announcement to the
public": "1 will paint your bouse, your
portrait on short noold barn,
give
will
Also,
lessons on a piano,
tice.
one."'
if you have
l'olo (ini'x f:ick to 11. C. Days.
Polo is probably the oldest of athletic sports. It has been traced to CU0
P. C.

The Rock Island System offers
$375, in cash and transportation
for letters relative to the territory
along1 its lines in Arkansas, Indian Territory, Oklahoma, Texas

or-you-

and New Mexico.
Letters should deal with the
writer's experiences since he settled in the territory in question.
They should tell how much money he brought with him, what he
did when he first came and what
measure of success has since rewarded his efforts.
Letters should not be less than
300 nor more than 1,000 words in
length and will be used for the
purpose of advertising the

CHURCH DIRECTORY

evaporators, when the apple season
was over, used pumpkin's and found a

Services at Methodist Church.
a.m.
:ol. Sun. ,!):!.")
Sabbat
" J 1:0;)
a.m.
Preaching,
p.m.
Afternoon nieetinjr" ::ii
p. m.
" T:0
I'roiichm.tr.
p.m.
I'm ver meeting, Weil. 7:e0
Ladies' Jl. M. S.Fri. :':IH)
" 7:);i
p.m.
V.
ineetiii.tr.
All are cordially invited.
C. !. II .urn. ton. Pastor.

ready market for this fruit.
Nesfro Population,
The rapid increase of the flavos under the excellent hygienic surroundings of the old plantations produced

.

I

quite enough of them and to spare,

without bringing in any more. Jt is
an established fact, owing to the hy-

gienic condition of the old plantations-THE BAPTIST CHURCH.
of increase of the neSunday School at 10 o'clock a. in. Preaching
and 7::0 p.m.
gro for the first hundred years of 1st. and i'.nl. Sunday at 11 a. in.
Youiiu' People's I'nioii IT. p. m. Prayer
slavery had been maintained up to the
II. P. Porn.
Tuesday 7 :li) ). in.
For circular giving details,
present time, we should now have a Pastor.
write John Sebastian, Passenger
negro population of SG.GOfl.rfn, and
Traffic Manager, Rock Island
COMGoGATIONAL
PLYMOUTH
yet there are now barely iu.if.Uif'O in
System, Chicago, 111.
CHURCH.
this country, with an equal number
d
in our
territory. At: Preaehingserviees, Sunday 11 a. m. and
present I know of no southern city 7 Sil) p. m.
Sunday School. M:i.() u. in
where the negro birth rate equals
THE
Christian Kmloavor meet oh' Sundays, 2. p. in.
their death rate.- Leslie's Monthly.
Friday Pihle and TeaehciM nieetiiifi, 7:15 p. m.

that if the rate

1.1:

newly-acquire-

.

.

-

I'll I'M

--

(i t)X.

at

Larry So ut wor Mary lllin Murphy thot shtarted th' scrap ut th'
mask ball?
Paddy--Viavvji after wearing'

Ladies' Aid Society. 1st. Thursday at'tei noon
:.':::).

--

Is'evvs.

System

K. Pattox. P. C.
,JoiiN A. I'.uow.N .Adj't.

PUNGENT PARAGRAPHS.

Baxter Lotice No. 9,

do

El Paso & North Eastern

John

invited.

Judge "Still, Miss Sharpsonilat

P., Pastor.

Grand Army Kearney Post, No. 10.
Meets the th st Monday night in each month
at (I. A. I!. Hall. Visiting comrades cordially

Daily

.

Tli.

SOCIETY MEETINGS.

s,

sich a cost u mo.
"Phvvat did she represent
"Peace,
bed ad !" Chicago

Hfnky (L Minnnii,

K. of

P.

Meets Thursday evening of each week at
Hewitt's hall. Visit big brothers cordially in
vitod to attend.
Sol. C. Wiunijb.C. C.

claros she has a good far for music."
Fudge 'So lias a mule; but lie don't
age.
use his ears when he brays.'" llnlli-mor- e
The average age of the apptfe trees
Herald.
Jonx A. Haley, K. of It. &. S.
is possibly 12 years, and the present
He "1 always thought that liragge
year is the first general crop sij" e
belonged to the yacht club, until met
Cioden ttule Lodge No. 16. I. O. O. P.
became of a bearing age The .liin there last night."
She- 'Wild
Meets Tuesday evening of each week at
country seems peculiarly adapte'
inferred Hewitt's
doesn't lie'.'" He "Well,
at s o'clock. Visiting brothers
tr(M
the. growing of an ideal apple
,nd from his manner that the yacht (dub cordially hall
iavited to attend.
the production of a perfect apple Ac- belonged to him." Town Topics.
H. 1). AUMSTUONC. N. (J.
cording to the best authorities smi e
"I f you had four orange.-anJ. P Ki.i'.i'ixoia:. Secretary.
Teacher
of the finest orchards in the United
you gave Arthur three, who would
States are located on the outskirts of have the greater number'."' rho'ar
the "orchard city," as Flora is com- "You would." Teaehe " i
White Oaks Loile No. t), A. O. U. W.
yui;
monly known.
t
lily, lirst and third ''ed
Moots
make that out'."' Scholar "You alVisit-inosdays. at ,s o'clock, at Hewitt's hall.
From the eminence just north, of ways take away our oranges and
brothers cordially un ited to attend.
town may be seen 1,000 acres1 of apple
l'helea Caette.
A. IlinoEWAY, N M.
trees, now loaded with fruit. The va( newspa per in haul)
J.
Clover
Farmer
J. MeCol irr. Recorder.
rieties known in this section are thoso
"Well,
declare,
y
the
whole
count.
well known in the markets as standard
ncu-expecthas gone theat or mad.
fruit. Color, flavor and keeping quali- ed
Reduced
cs.
i'
n ; en hi r
r
he
day
see
the
to
ties are the requisites which are need- would go on tli o stage."- Mrs.
Clowr
ed to give an apple favor in the eyes
Greatly reduced rates for round
it be
."
"Hut
"Oh.
can't
that
of the bmyer and later please the apHere's the paper speaking about, tee trip to 1 iouider, Denver. Colorado
petite of a critical people. The lien act"
! ''.
f s! a t e."
:;
Springs, Pueblo and Trinidad,
Davis predominates, as to the other Chronic'e-Telogriph.
!
varieties, in proportion of three to one.
Colorado. Tickets on sale daily
The Jonathan, with its sleek, glossy
NEW SPORT WITH A BULL.
until September 30th, fm:il limit
coat of deep red. is the prime favorite.
Stopovers
These apples bring fancy prices, and Ln Innovation of the Arena "Which October 3!sí, 1902.
there is an unlimited demand for this
allowed in Colorado at and north
Is Not Well Kecclvod by the
splendid variety.
People of Simio.
Side trips to all
The harvesting of this enormous
of Trinidad.
a
is
grower
problem
which the
crop
some
Weary of ordinary
in Colorado and
have yet to solve. This is the first young men in Madrid recen t ly invented points of interest
general crop since the trees have a novel sport, reports a London paper. Utah.
reached the age of maturing and' the Procuring a wild bull, they m.i paged
See your local agent for partichandling of such a vast amount of fruit to sadd le a nd bridle it in e n.e ma lwithin a comparatively short time is iner a.s a horse and then itroM- it mil ulars or write to
likely to tax the abilities of the horti- into a large arena, where a popular
Don A. Sweet,
culturists. Preparations are under jockey was waiting with the intention
Traffic Manager,
way and everyone is hustling in order of trying to mount the infuriated aniAmarillo, Texas.
to meet the rush which is now athand. mal.
One representative of a large comThe seats around the arena were
mission, firm said to your correspondfilled with spectators, and great was
ent the other day that he had pur- the excitement a.s the jockey apchased 50.O0O barrels. This nuaris 3.10 proached the bull and dexterously encar loads or fully ten trains of apples. deavored to vault on its hack. IV r a
foi- The magnitude of the industry is not few minutes the animal foiled him
COLDi
IO CENT
apparent until the
are consid- successfully, but finally the jockey got
IN
TRIAL
SIZE.
ered.
into the saddle and then lluro was a
tes
In order to care for the grades of wild race around the arena.
LfX'f
nine large
fruit other than first-cla- s
Unfortunately, one of the girths Ely 's Creara Balai
evaporators have been built in this broke just as the bull was beginning
.....
s.
KcheJ 8í once.
locality. These plants when running to grow tired and the jot key was IfGives
clcnncn, eooilii'M ami IrtteS
w
v
at full capacity will use 15.000 bushels thrown t o the ground.
Ii rui) IUC
llirill- - .T,J
litMiie.
t
t:ntnn!i eá
daily. They are a marvel within themAs the officials who have cha rev of
FEVER
s
selves. Not only dm they dry the body the
have expressed their
nl)i'orln-dthe Membrane.
mid
H
Protects
llcalrt
of the appl but the cores and peeling disapproval of this novel sport, it is Ht'Htorefj Hie Senses of 'I'nto rind Smell.
Full sizi
are also evaporated, aiwl they find n Scarcely likely that it m ill become po)-Til6Uc: Trial Si.e inc.; id, OnifjinVtH or by inail.
tljf DKO'l lILUS, Dü Wurreu Street, iNcw York
in. Madrid.
ready market.
These institutions turn out carloads
one-hal-

In Connection With Rock Inland Systrm and Southern
Pacific Company,
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Pulman Daily Train,

the-tree-

4

Through,

New Solid

BETWEEN
Los Angeles, El Paso and Chicago.
fOR STRICTLY FIRST CLASS

d

semi-nion-

n

:ip-ples.- "

TRAVEL ONLY,

hours Et Paso to Kansas Cy.
Er. Paso to Chicago
42'.;
Éi. Paso to St. Louis
3S!i
Ei, Paso to New Yokk.
m.1.
28

14

44

í

44

I

!

i

Passenger limit to Berth Capacity of the Train, 75 Berths.
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bull-fight-
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CATARRH

fig-ur-
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bull-tight-

ar

OiMiNG

SERVICE ALL

CAR

THE

WAY.

PASO &
N ( ) RTHE A STICK N
SYSTEM
this train stops only at El Paso,
Alamogordo, Carrizo.o and Santa
.osa. First train Leaves El Pa
X.II.

On

the

EL

so November 4th, 1902.

Write Your Friends in Ke East.
Tell them to call on nearest
Coupon Ticket Agent for rates to
points in New Mexico, or El Paso
Second class colonist
Texas.
tickets will be on sale from quite
a number points on and east of
and Mississippi
the Missouri
Kivers, to El Paso and intermediate points ou the El Paso-Roc- k
Island Route, at about half fare.
These tickets will be sold only on

Fares" the lirst
Tuesdays of each

44IIomeseekers

and third
month, commencing Oct. 21st
1902, and continuing until Apri
23rd 1903.
This is a good opportunity to
aid immigration to your section
of the country.
A. N. Bkown,
G. P. A.

The Catíle PIa'je.

IV!.

Pittsburg Dispatch.
The discovery of foot and mouth disease

ip

H. KOCH,

rasa

CáBZBLlBS.

Carpenter and Builder.

1

Carrizozo Livery Stable

among New England cattle, resulting in an
Undertaker aud Embalmcr. Calls in or Out
o
of Town Receive Prompt Attention
embargo upon animals shipped from
Great Britain and Canada, is of
equal interest to the whole country. Should
the epidemic become national the loss in
exports compared to the effect upon the
COMMESSÍON MERCHANT.
home trade would be insignificant. FortuCar of Fnrtiiir.ro, Stoves imd (lenoral
nately, the agricultural department has
(iontls.
been appraised of the conditions promptly
t and
and has already taken every precaution to
Goods
prevent the spread of the disease. The
Look ;it my stock before you buy.
Jáveryt hiuíí in stock that is needed to
most effective method will be the slaughter
of the infected cattle and this is to be pur- FURNISH A HOME.
sued at once. It will be the cheapest
method in the end.
The shipments through Boston average
M. II. Webb for Drugs ;wnl Jiooks, Oi
of the cattle exports. ders promptly filled. El I'jjko Texas.
less than
Provisions have been made for transportation in sealed cars, but it is probable that
during the danger most of the traffic will be
3
diverted to other ports. In consequence of
5!
the epidemic and the resulting embargo it
n
is likely that Britons will find the lroast
O
a
beef of Old England," for the Christmas
7?
dinner, approximating the advance in the
price of the Thanksgiving turkey here.
.0
Hos-ton"t-

JOHN A. BROWN

Always There.

Good Rigs

Meet Every Train

L. M. N. Me

REYHOLDS, Prop., Carrízozo, N. M.

Hoiisc--lioh-

Si

Second Hand

one-four-

BJMUUae.MJlEBg3IIBCBJUCn

SheltonPayne Arms Company.
Wholesale and Retail Fire Armes, Ammunition,
Saddles, Harness, Leather, Hardware. We make a
Specialty of Fire Arms, Ammunition and Stock
Saddles. All mail orders given prompt Attention.
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Very few people, as a general thing, have
but a vague conception of what constitutes
a mine. Many hold to the idea that a mine
is found when a ledge or surface cropping
is discovered; and, if they are interested in
any way in the new discovery, they expect
dividends at once, and 'condemn mining in
all its branches if the property is not remunerative within a few months after work
has begun on its development. To all such
advises the Salt Lake Mining Review:
"Have nothing at all to do with mining, as,
with this impression in your mind, you are
The man who
doomed to disappointment."
expects dividends from a prospects after it
has been worked for a few months is out of
his class, and had better devote his time to
digging potatoes or measuring calico, as
mines are to be made after the prospect is
found,, and it often takes four or five years
of steady work and extensive development
before a prospect can be rated as a producing and paying mine, no matter how rich
and strong the veins may be at the surface.
Metal Miner.

To Fix New Mexico Line.
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Has the very best of accom-

Stitíi

modations to be found in thb

In

le."

section of New Mexico:
home and see us.
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Krakuer, Zork

Prop'r,

M. Lond,

S.

El

Paso, Tex.

Samples by mail or
Established in
express will receive prompt and careful attention
Gold & Silver Bullion

M. PARKER,
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"Si.
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E. P.
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50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

f

White Oaks Avenue.
4
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Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

Anyone sonrtlni? n nkplcti iitnl dpsrription nmy
quickly ascnrtiiiii our fipinion free whether an
invention la prntmhly imtentiilili'.
HANDBOOK
on Patents
Hent tree. Ohlest aceney for necurmtf pateiit..
l'atents taken throuúh Munii & t'o. rcceUve
special notice, without charco, in tho
futniiMitiiei-llniirtstrictlyeoiiiiitetitiii-

l.

Scientific American.
JAN

handsomely tllnslrnted weekly. Largest
of any Relent itlo Juunial. 'J'ertns, 3 a
year: four niont lis, $1. tíulJbyiill newsdealer'".
A

MUNN&Co.36,Broad
Jirunch titileo,

t25 V Pt..,

VvVitVforermS!ts'
St., Denver, Colo.

Holiday Excursion.

WHITE OAKS HOTEL

Share

Lawrence

1736-173- 8

Continental Oil
-

100

Concentration Tests

Real Kstate
Company

CO.,

Colorado, 1866.

Notary Public
Fire aud Life

Moye's

&

SSK&v

ASSAY OFFICE

í

Vi

Careful Service.

Yt s' i its value by investing 10 cents in
trial ; zo of Ely's Cream Balm. Druggists
Full size 50 cents.
, it and we mail it.
BROS., GO Warren St., New York.
i,
Clifton, Arizona, Jan. 20, 181)9.
Messrs. Ely Bros.: Please send me a 50
cent bottle of Cream Balm. I find your
remedy the quickest and most permanent
cure for catarrh and cold in the head.
Deli, M. Totter, Gen. Mgr. Ariz. Gold M. Co.
Messrs. Ely Bros.: I have been afflicted
with catarrh for twenty years. It made me
I
so Tpeak I thought I had consumption.
got one bottle of Ely's Cream Balm and in
three, days the discharge stopped. It is the
best medicine I have used for catarrh.
Proborta, Cal.
Frank E. Kindlespire.

lnsu ranee
Chihuahua, Méx.
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E. E. BURLINGAME
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Meals and
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Jxpericncc Convinces.

Hotel Baxter
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Saves

Washington, Dec. 5. A bill introduced
today by Representative Jenkins, by request, makes newspapers or other periodicals unmailable which contain any pictures
of suicides or any details relating to suicides
beyond a simple statement of death by suicide and imposing a penalty.

UNSCREENíiD COAL.
$3.10

-

o.

A bill was introWashington, Dec.
duced in the house today authorizing the
TIME
president and the authorities of the state of
Texas to run and mark the boundary lines
between Oklahoma and New Mexico and
the state of Texas.
This survey was made some two years
Continental Mowers, Granger Rakes,
ago, but the people of the district, particularly the stockmen, claim that the work was Ideal and Sampson Windmills, Alamo
not carefully done, particularly in the case Gasoline Engines, Ideal Freezers.
Mexico line, where the
of the Texas-NeEverything in and out Season at
sides
urge that a new survey
both
people on
be made.

To Hush Vp Suicide.
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Unless otherwise specified in
order screenedcoal will be given.
Leave orders with Taliaferro
Mercantile and Trading- Co.
JAflES MORRIS.
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of the Pennsylvania fields.
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This coal is guaranteed as good
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Mines Are Made, Not Found.

St. El Paso, Texas.

El Paso

30i303

New York
WushinKton,

I. C.

a

N. E. SYSTEM.

Local rate between all local points on
the System, One Fare For Kound Trip.
Tickets on Sale Dec. 2j, 4, 5, 30, 31 and
January rst. Limit, January 3rd 1903.
Tlirom;li K'ound Trip Tickets will also
le on sale to points in the Southeast,
Also to various points in Arkansas, Missouri
Kansas, Colorado, Nebraska, Iowa, Minnesota, both ol the J )akotas, Wisconsin,
and Northern Illinois at Kate of One Fare
plus two dollars for tho round trip.
'ates ol Sale, Pecembcr 13, 17, 1,
,
I

Jl, l.)0.;.

1,

Final return limit

(

;o)

das

from

date

of

sale.

Fórrales, time tallies or other information, call on or address,
W. II. Cook,

Aont:

A. N.

Carrizoo,
N. M.

Kl

!koVN,

O. I'. A.
Paso, Texas.

The Largest Stock of Christmas Goods and
Novelties ever displayed in White Oaks
Dolls, all sizes

Book Games

Toy China Sets
Albums,

Spelling Blocks
Iron and Tin Toys
Cut Glass and Silverware
China and Glassware
Indoor Games

Toilet Sets
Wooden and iron Wagons
Mechan icalToys
iMHMBHMMMHMiHaMHHaiUaBHBHBHMW

Something new in Opal Decorated Queensware
Dolls and Rattles for the
dear babies
Horns
e

Trumpets jand Guns
MnHMHHBKHHHHMHHHMHHHHHHHMMMM
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Call Early and Make Your Selections
Co
Baxter R.Giser.
M. Scott, St Louis; 15. S. Triplet',

ORIGIN ,0F ICE CREAM.
K, C.

;

Or ton
A. C.' Green, St Louis; M. Osgood
Joh.i- and wife, South Bend, Ind.; K.
ston, St Louis; S. C. Johnston and
)- rTuoner, Chicago; J. Hice and H. (.
I. II. Lightfoot an ;:i j
den, Parsons;
I loman, Nogal; Alice Galucia
aid Mrs
!

Marques, Oscura; Joe Long, Jican.la ,ro
v r
Smith, Corona; J. M. Mollister,
K
Kdwin Fox, Jic. ; Geo. Weisher, Jic
dson
Hobinson, Nogal; II. A. Scott, Iridia
C. 1?. Hatfield, Jic; Geo. Sligh, Nog al; (i
Cripple Creek: 1'. G
H. Mac Greegor,
Higgle, Angus.
(

;

l

;

,

RUSSIA'S FOREIGN TRADE.
Show That
AwnfMa
the Cuu'i People Appreciate
Imp-ortatlon-

Good Maohluery.

The official report of the Itussian
foreign trade for the first four months
of 1902 shows the American importations to be virtually the same as in
1900, apparently indicating that .Russian buyers have become fully convinced it is better to buy American
machinery in spite of the discriminating duty against it. The comparative
figures for 1900, 1901 and 1902 are respectively $S,9S0,000, $7,158,000, and
In the meantime German and
Pritish imports have fallen, their figures being $34.061,500, $32,210,500, and
$30,297,000, and $15,004,000, $14,317,000
and $10,394,000. The whole import has

continued falling, so that the share
of America is relatively larger than in
1900. The exportations continue to
II outer y In the Air.
One morning not long ago there was
an odd sight in the eastern section of
the city of Reading, l'a. The lid of a

large kettle, containing several thousand stockings, at a local dye works,
was lifted oil' under a too heavy pressure of steam, and the hosiery scattered in .every direction. Stockings
hung from trees and telegraph wires,
and neighboring roof were littered
wit h them. Several employes jumped
from upper windows during the

The Proceaa of Evolution fintea I luck
to the Begiiiinilng of the Sev-

enteenth Century.

cream has been brought to its
present state of perfection by a gradual process of evolution from the
original idea which dates back to the
beginning of the seventeenth century,
says What to Eat. At that time iced
fruits and cups made of ice first appeared at banquets. Like many other
good things for the table, ice cream
claims Taris for its birthplace, and yet
it was not a Frenchman but air Italian named Precop; Couteaux who first
thought out the idea of icing lemonades and liquers. From this was
gradually evolved over KM) years later
ice cream, or iced butter, as it was then
called, from its resemblance to that
art icle of food.
While all civilized nations serve ices
in great variety, we are apt to think
of ice cream as an essentially American dish, probably because frozen desserts of ail kinds are more generally
used in this count ry than in any other.
Ice cream first made its appearance in.
America in Philadelphia at the end of
the eighteenth eentury. It was then
considered a great luxury, and, consequently, was rarely seen except on
state occasions. It was not within the
reach of ordinary mortals until isoo,
when an Italian confectioner established an ice cream house, ns it was
then called, at Germantown, a suburb
of Philadelphia.
Tee

He discovered a llock of
Then he turned on the power, and
wild geese flying in the shape of a the machine went sailing- off a
V. lie was in the act of loading his smoothly as a cup defender.
gun which was of the muzzle-loadin- g
pattern, and not having time to withMAY SEND MAILS BY WIRE.
draw tli e ramrod, fired, and then waded across Alder brook to bag them.
Italy Investigate a New System for
On going through
a

quette lake.

-

button

on his

the water
pantaloons Hew

brass

o IT

and

as he reached shore he f ou nd 70 pounds
of trout in his pants, which was the
cause of the button disappearing, and
about four rods away lay a tine deer
dead. He then went, to secure his
geese., and on his ramrod sfickipr in
a tree hung 17 of the birds pierced
through the neck. He then brought
his game safely to camp, and when
lie f!re--'nthe deer he found the brass
:1.
added in his heart. If anybutton
one (!oii!it this story he has the brass
button to show.

Electric Tranatulaalon

mt

High Speed.

The Italian minister of posti and
telegraphs, Sig. Galimberti, and the
leading officials of his department
have examined a plan submitted by
an engineer named Piscicelli for the
establishment of a system of electrical delivery of the mails, by which
letters are to be transmitted in
aluminum boxes along overhead
wires at the rate of 248 miles an
hour.
A commission has been appointed
HE TURNED 6Ñ ThF POWER. to report upon this system before instituting experiments between Rome
The Timely Sii uc t on Tlwi-- Wn and Naples.
Petween these two
Offered an lse i: t Mi n iletl
points the inventor claims that he
can deliver letters in 25 minutes,
Aiitoniohllit.
while the time to send mail from
A prominent Waihington physician
Rome to Paris by this system,
furnished considerable amusement to
says, could be reduced to
pedestrians on Pennsylvania avenue five hours.
one afternoon recently. The eminent,
but upon this occasion
Humille lleroea In the Newa.
physician endeavored to leave the RaOn the day when Craig, the presileigh hotel in his a ut omobile. lie had dent's bodyguard, lost his life in the
ridden from some distance with a par- performance of his duty, two other
ty of friends whom he entertained at heroes figured in the news. Michael
luncheon at the hotel. When the par- Holah.in, of New York, 68 years of
ty was ready to resume the trip the age, was struck down by runaway
machine refused to go, and the physi- horses while thrusting a baby in its
cian labored for a long time in the carriage out of danger. Merton Hrechr
fruitless effort to induce it to move, ert, of Jersey City, smitten with smallA NORTEC REE KT ALE. 1
relates the Washington Post.
pox, walked 13 miles to a pesthouse
I?y this time a large crowd had colrather than endanger others in a pub-li- e
Ileing the Truthful Inrratlve of a lected, and the party seemed to wonconveyance, says the New York
der how it was possible for such a World. Poth may die as the result of
Wonderful limiting ICxperlenoe
mob to form in such a little while.
their unhesitating courage, which
!r Truthful Alan.
Then some rude man in that collec- shines as brightly as any deed perfor-eThe following narrative was written tion called out at the top of his voice:
o in the battlefield.
by the veracious North Creek corre- "Why don't yon turn on he gasoline?"
spondent of the Troy Press:
The doctor's facial expression might
Kmitreaa' View of Autoa.
The empress of Germany entertains
George Little has lived all his life in have meant anything, although he said
the Adirondacks and the fish and game not a word. Put lie quietly laid down an eminently sensible estimate of the
stories he tells are worth traveling his tools, his quick eye sought out, the devil wagon. She insists, eays the
many miles tí) hear. Some years ago man who had made the suggestion, Chicago Chronicle, that it is too dangerous to use in the army maneuwhen he had charge of a camp for the and, in a manner that was Ghesteriield-ialate Speaker Husted and Dr. Hayes he
to the limit, he said: "J thank vers and should be reserved for actual warfare.
was out. hunting and fishing on Ua- - vou."
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